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* Game *
  Roguelike platformer game.

  A little girl Lily explores around the dungeon with beating monsters.
  Let's beat the monsters with robot, sword, gun and trained body.

* Synopsis *
  Due to the Great War, human being had to shift their living place

  to the underground towns they have created. However, the underground
  society is now about to self-destruct. The protagonist heads

  to the above-ground world, through the dungeon filled with monsters.

> skill tree
> item: shield, bomb
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This game surprised me, I have always had a certain love for god sims, but this one is different, the cared game element mean
you need to think before u throw cards away, and the small details, like getting too much faith early game being a problem, or
researching a knife before domestication, added a strategy element, this isnt a game that is gonna take 1000 hours of your life, i
have almost finished it after 4 hours, but for such a price, and for such a well though out game, i would reccomend this game,
for a few hours of relaxing strategy/godsim or even just to support the devs who did such a wonderful job. This is a re-release of
the pro rugby manager 2005 game with some stuff removed, a little bit of a database update, some poor changes to the menus
and 2015 slapped on the front.

PRM 2005 was a good game in 2005 however had a lot of problems that are much less forgivable these days. As a simulation of
rugby it leaves quite a lot to be desired. It would be more appropriate as an under 8's Rugby manager 2015.

I think that this could have been done very well, they could have removed the 3d mode and focused on putting together a very
comprehensive and worthwhile 2d simulation as well as a propper database of players and improved the management side of
things.

Instead this is an incredibly disappointing release of a 10 year old game.. so um how do I get my special gear? otherwise
fantastic gameplay and great graphics, still glad i got it. Extremely fun, met a guy who worked on the game on omegle. Great
platformer, and cool aspect of the different "boxes".
Challenging but fun, even though I've just tryed it out I expect to play more of it.. Just downloaded this addon. It doesn't even
load what a load of w*nk. Don't buy it because all your doing is circulating money from them to your wallet as you request a
refund..... Its not Fallout 76.
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UPDATED REVIEW: Don\u2019t expect to find anyone playing this online, the multiplayer is pretty much dead. And the
single-player alone is simply not worth the 20$ unless you really like playing with primitive and predictable bots.

I once saw potential in this game but now I\u2019ve lost all hope for it. Oscar Mike VR was released in a bad condition, and
there hasn\u2019t been any effort from the developer to address the issues. In fact we\u2019ve heard NOTHING from the
developer since the game showed up on steam.... Just awsome. Pretty good game for under $5. No randomness, simple but
satisfying strategy and an easy-to-learn system. The game should be an android app.. Great twin stick shooter with interesting
gameplay mechanics and cool graphics. I was stocked to play this game, after all I'm big fan of the Black Clover manga, sadly
this game sucks. First of all the game ran like absolute trash, I have a GTX 150 and the game ran at about 15 to 20 fps. Second
the gameplay felt unfinished and bad. I didn't play this game for a long time since like I said before the fps were trash, but still
don't buy this game unless it gets a major update/patch.. For a VN this one has some pretty major flaws. FOr once thing, the art
is sub par. The characters clash with the background more than in most good VNs I played. The characters dont look
professionally drawn either.

I could forgive that if the writing was good, but the pacing is dull and the jokes tend to fall flat. I'll keep playing and hope things
get better. Hopefully I'll get my $8 worth.. I wanted to like this. I like actiony platformers, I like games that are a bit easy so that
I can just burn through them and say I've seen one more indie game. I figured this would be right up my alley.

It was the fourth flat level with nothing but a monotonous series of enemies recycled over and over that broke my will.. Lovely
music, chill times, cool friends, nice art. I rate the donuts 10/10, would fall into- I mean, eat again.
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